Purpose
BEFORE
PROFIT
How Jacqueline Novogratz
fights global poverty with
venture fund Acumen.
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Starting a
business is more
accessible and
affordable than
ever, leading
many people
to walk away
from the 9-to5 norm, and all
of its comforts,
to go build cool
things and work
for themselves.
In short,
entrepreneurship
is on trend.

While breaking rules
may be the new black,
Jacqueline Novogratz
is taking it one step
further. She wants
aspiring entrepreneurs
to break even more rules
by embracing social
entrepreneurship.
That means walking
away from the traditional
wisdom of what drives a
business, and redefining
what entrepreneurial
success means.
Novogratz is doing
so through Acumen,
a global, nonprofit
venture fund that seeks
to change the way the
world tackles poverty, by
backing entrepreneurial
solutions to improve
the lives of the poor.
Since 2001, Acumen

has impacted more
than 230 million lives by
investing $110 million
into 104 companies in 13
countries.

N

ovogratz has always
believed that business
could be a tool for good.
And while she thinks
that success should be
primarily be measured in
social impact, she’s still
equipping entrepreneurs
to achieve profitability
and financial stability,
benefiting both
themselves and the
world around them.

N

ovogratz’s investment career
began on Wall Street, not
exactly known as a haven of
altruism, although she worked
on international development
in Rwanda. She noticed right
away that markets too often
exploited or excluded the poor
in favor of efficiency.

Novogratz also realized that established
charities carrying out such work often
created dependencies among those
in poverty, instead of helping them to
flourish on their own. She figured there
had to be a better way—a middle path
that went beyond donated assistance
but would not result in exploitation of
communities.
Within Novogratz’s professional
community, poverty was typically
diagnosed through a strict evaluation
of income levels. But as Novogratz
worked closely with those in Rwanda,
she formed a new opinion on the issue:
that poverty should instead be assessed
through a lens of human dignity.
That means not only asking whether
people have money, but also if they
have choice and opportunity. How could
one provide all of this to those in need?
These were the questions Novogratz

sought to answer.
Meanwhile, she was watching the rise of
social entrepreneurship, new forms of
philanthropy, and incredible technology
that was connecting people like never
before. Equipped with her unique
mindset and these new resources and
models, Novogratz set out to change the
game.

“Rather than seeing
philanthropy and the
markets as an end in and of
itself, what if we saw them
as means? What if we started
with a customer who was
poor, built solutions from
her perspective, and then
figured out the kind of capital
to invest in them long term?”
Novogratz says.
This new perspective was the tool
Novogratz needed to disrupt the status
quo and build systems that increased
incomes and allowed people to have
choice and dignity. Her quest led her to
form Acumen in 2001.
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A NEW
Perspective
on Poverty

Investing in
Character and
Impact—Then
IDEAS

R

ather than simply
donating money,
Novogratz and her
team invest in ways
to help those living
in poverty. They do
this through ideas
that create and
accelerate solutions
to poverty, leaders
that possess courage
and imagination, and
companies that ultimately
serve and equip lowincome customers.
As a venture fund,
Acumen invests in
six major industries:
agriculture, education,
health, energy, housing,
and water and sanitation.
The right improvements
in these industries have
the potential to not only
alleviate poverty, but
also to build long-term
solutions that could
eradicate it altogether.
“How do we bring people
energy that’s clean,
affordable, and allows
productivity? When we
deny people education, we

deny them the opportunity
and the dignity to solve
their problems,” Novogratz
says. “How do we build
health systems that lowincome people can afford?”
Acumen’s team is
passionate about investing
in social entrepreneurs, but
not every project makes
the cut. For every 100
companies they review,
only one is accepted.
Acumen operates in India,
Pakistan, East and West
Africa, Latin America,
and the United States, so
projects are pulled from
those geographic areas.
With offices in Karachi,
Mumbai, Nairobi, Accra,
Bogota, London, and San
Francisco, Acumen has
a worldwide reach. Each
office is locally staffed
and surrounded by local
advisors, allowing Acumen
to have a deep connection
and impact in each
community.
Within those communities,
Acumen finds
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entrepreneurs working in
those six main industries.
At that point, companies
are put through a threepart evaluation process.
“[First], do we believe
in the character of this
entrepreneur? Do we
believe that she not only
has vision, but that she
can build a team who can
make up for her gaps,
that she can have the
dedication, perseverance,
and grit to do what it
takes to fight corruption,
bureaucracy, complacency,
and the status quo? Is
this someone we want to
work with for 10 years?”
Novogratz says.
Second, she and her team
evaluate the scalability
of each entrepreneur’s
idea. Each idea must be
able to reach at least a
million people. Finally,
Acumen looks for a clear
path to profitability. “If we
can answer those three
questions—and we believe
in the idea—then we might
invest,” Novogratz says.

Every company Acumen
invests in must not only be
profitable, but also possess
an element of social good.
These companies must be
actively working to solve
a problem of poverty.
Using one of Acumen’s top
companies as an example,
Novogratz explains:
“[In 2007], two guys approached us with
a solar lantern and a dream to eradicate
kerosene, which is the fuel used in
hurricane lanterns to bring really bad
light in a really polluting way for a really
high cost. So, we invested in those guys.
...Today, d.light has brought light and
electricity to 77 million people at prices
they can afford. Through that period, we
also learned about the off-grid energy
sector and were able to invest in 20 other
companies.”
Acumen then took this newfound
knowledge of the off-grid sector and built
a major for-profit initiative that’s currently
helping these companies scale. This
initiative is working to demonstrate that
African countries can easily transition to
full electricity.

d.light’s success is a clear example of
how Acumen invests in small-scale
social entrepreneurs who are working
to eradicate poverty, and investing their
returns back into the community at large.
Another example is Ziqitza, India’s first
private ambulance company that will serve
any resident, regardless of income level.
When Acumen starting investing in 2007,
Ziqitza had a total of nine ambulances.
Today, the company has about 3,500
ambulances, 8,000 employees, and has
transported over 6 million to hospitals
across the country. According to
Novogratz, Ziqitza is one of the largest
ambulance companies in the world, but
about 75 percent of the people inside the
ambulances are below the poverty line. The
company is able to support its community
with quality healthcare and employment,
while still turning an ample profit.

O

ne more
Acumen
success story
is EthioChicken.
One of
Novogratz’s
favorites,
EthioChicken is a
chicken company
started by two
young guys in
Ethiopia. They’d
been doing it for eight years when Acumen
started investing in 2014.
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Today, EthioChicken sells 1 million day-old chicks every month
to smallholder farms across the country. Ensuring that their
chickens are fertile and disease-free, EthioChicken equips these
farmers to raise healthy, egg-laying chickens, increasing poultry
production in the region.
“Our calculation is that they’re pumping over $200 million a
year into poor farmers, most of whom make under $3 a day,”
Novogratz says. “That single company is largely attributed for
reducing malnutrition rates in Ethiopia.”
One thing that makes Acumen unique is that it’s not out for a
quick injection of funds and a speedy return. Over the years,
Novogratz has grown very close with the companies and leaders
that Acumen supports. “We marry these companies,” Novogratz
says, laughing. “One of the things the world doesn’t tell you is
how long it takes to build companies that are trying to solve
tough problems. Our expectation when we go in is that we’ll be
with these companies for 10 years or more.”
Close collaboration over many years allows Novogratz to get to
know each company extremely well. According to her, the best of
them are good at building trust and helping Acumen understand
when things do (and don’t) work out. This is precisely why the
fund invests in character first.

Up Close and
PERSONAL
Getting up close and personal with
these companies requires a lot of work
and dedication on Novogratz’s part.
“I spend about 70 percent of my time
outside of New York,” she says. “The
exciting thing is that wherever I am in
the world, I have a deep feeling of being
home.” This is due in part to the local
Acumen teams and their communities.

Novogratz’s favorite days involve site
visits, whether meeting with a local
farmers collective or a solar distributor.
She and the local team spend time
understanding each company’s needs
and activities, and when she returns,
Novogratz is equipped with new
narratives about what’s possible.

“[THESE STORIES]
HELP US SEE EACH
OTHER MORE CLEARLY
AND LOOK FOR MORE
INCLUSIVE APPROACHES
TO CAPITALISM,”
NOVOGRATZ SAYS,
“SUCH THAT WE CAN DO A
BETTER JOB AT SOLVING
OUR PROBLEMS.”
That being said, Novogratz thinks
we’re both near and far from a world
of inclusive capitalism. “We’re closer in
terms of the next generation. I think the
millennial generation does not see the
world as bifurcated as their elders do,”
ovogratz says.
“My generation too
often sees the world
as divided between
the place where we
make our money and
the place where we
give it away.”
Novogratz believes the millennial
generation insists on sustainability,
fairness, and transparency, and
that these priorities will bring about
enormous change. We’re surrounded
by a lack of political and business
leadership, but she finds hope in the
challenge and promise of a more just
future.
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“Because of this next generation—because of
our recognition that the world is becoming less
environmentally sustainable, that our inequality
is unsustainable—there is a growing population
that recognizes that the old way of doing
business is no longer an option, that we need
new approaches with a seriousness about how
we solve problems. I think that this is only going
to accelerate,” Novogratz says.
Her passion for these issues is driven
internally. “I’m a part of the world, and I feel
that it’s a privilege to be living in this moment,
where we’ve got everything we need to create
a world in which everyone has a chance to
solve their own problems,” Novogratz says.
There’s no better way of living than applying
yourself and finding purpose in solving those
big problems, whether or not they’ll be solved in
your lifetime, she says. Instead of looking at bank
statements, donation receipts, status, or fame,
Novogratz wants to help a generation redefine
success by the amount of human energy and
flourishing is released into the world.
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PURSUING SOCIAL

B

Entrepreneurship
Being an entrepreneur
is all the rage. But
unlike most, who start
businesses for profit,
fame, and freedom,
there’s a new wave of
entrepreneurs saying
they want to solve
problems—and that
business is the most
effective tool to do so.

“What’s so cool is that [these
entrepreneurs] are breaking all the
rules,” Novogratz says.
Recently, Acumen invested in
entrepreneur Emily Stone, who
owns a company called Uncommon
Cacao. Uncommon Cacao and similar
businesses are ignoring global
commodity prices altogether in favor

of providing solid prices to farmers
and providing transparency in the
value chain. In Stone’s niche, 5 million
smallholder farmers grow 95 percent
of the cocoa that supports a $100
billion business. And when we buy $15
chocolate bars, these farmers may see
as little as a dime.
“Through this, I see different kinds
of capitalism emerging. These are
entrepreneurs that are running forprofit companies and recognize and
believe that’s the best way to solve
these problems, but they are driven to
solve tough problems with profit after
purpose,” Novogratz says.
“They’re not starting with profit and
trying to do good things, too. That’s
the difference.”

T

o those interested in
social entrepreneurship,
Novogratz’s advice
is simple. Instead of
working to define your
purpose before getting
started, look around
at the problems in the
world and match those
to your own goals.
Second, she encourages
you to dream big,
but start small. Don’t
dismiss how long it’ll
take to build something
impactful and
successful. This new
approach to capitalism
takes time.
Lastly, she says, get
really good at listening—
to your customers and
the environment. Work
to build solutions from
the perspective of the
people you’re serving,
not making the mistake
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of thinking you have all the
answers to what others
need.
Supporting and scaling
these types of companies
is tough work. Common
challenges include finding
the right talent, a lack of
marketing and fundraising
experience, supply chain
development, and overall
financing. But Acumen isn’t
swayed by these roadblocks,
as the long-term impact
of these companies is
unparalleled, not only for
poverty, but also for peace.
“I’m of the mindset that
solving our biggest
problems requires emphasis
on building communities
of action, in which we are
bound to one another based
on shared values, not on
race or ethnicity or tribe.
We’re seeing that play out

in a really exciting way
through the work that
[Acumen] has done,”
Novogratz says.
“It’s reinforced for
me, in this moment of
history when people
feel so divided, what an
incredible opportunity
we have through
building these bonds and
friendships by spending
time together, solving
tough problems. We need
to do more of that, as a
world.”
Learn more about
Acumen at http://
acumen.org or on
Facebook, Twitter, and
Instagram. Novogratz’s
book, The Blue Sweater,
also chronicles the
background and growth
of Acumen as well as the
importance of failures
and not giving up.
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